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You are a media and communications 
student at RMIT University, an emerging 
artist in your own right. You wonder how to 
define the term emerging and whether you 
will ever be emerged. You crave real world 
experience. You sign up for The Gazette, a 
dynamic daily newspaper spanning the 10 days 
of the Emerging Writers’ Festival (EWF). Your 
newspaper is created for emerging artists, by 
emerging artists. 

You harbour ideas at the first team briefing; 
you’re a little nervous. You’re introduced to the 
EWF staff; they’re warm and gracious. Most are 
graduates of RMIT. The team is much smaller 
than you imagined, you’re awestruck by their 
ability to produce such a massive event. They 
encourage you to feel like an artist— you’re 
now an integral part of the festival you’ve been 
soaking up for years. 

It’s 9 May 2017. The EWF program launches. 
The events are diverse and the opportunities 
exciting. You’ve read each 2016 issue of 
The Gazette, getting to know the tone of the 
publication, coming up with ideas for how 
you can make it better. You attend the second 
briefing. You listen to suggestions from the 
managing editor and creative producers. 
You listen to the ideas of your new peers and 
colleagues. You pitch ideas; you’re enthusiastic. 
You take on a writing assignment to interview 
an emerging artist. You write questions. You 
interview. 

You collaborate with a photographer who 
shoots professional photos of your artist. 
You’re mesmerised by their craft and watch 
as they guide the artist around lit areas of the 
room. Now you can understand the difference 
between taking photos on your phone and 
with a DSLR camera. You realise how vital 

Your Gazette 
Experience

by Lauren Dymke, 

J’aime Cardillo 

& Iryna Byelyayeva
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photography is to the success of a publication. 
You transcribe words. You write. You write 
some more. Your draft is ready. 

You’re anxious about the idea of relinquishing 
control of your work to editors, though you 
enter with a positive attitude. You’re relieved 
when your structural editor offers suggestions 
that enhance your work; they even have a 
solution to your awkward syntax. They’re a star. 
You revise, accepting all track changes. Though 
the work is not done, your feature is enriched. 
Your piece is now in the copyediting phase. 

This afternoon you’re on the editorial team. 
Though usually a writer, you’re ready for a 
challenge. You ask to be mentored. You’re taken 
under the wing of one of the Master of Writing 
and Publishing students. They’re patient, 
answering your questions and acting as your 
personal Macquarie Dictionary. You’re amazed 
by their ability to recite the style guide. You 
learn about the importance of understanding 
the difference between copyediting and 
proofreading. You find this process cathartic. 
You wonder whether you can be an editor, 
though how can you choose between writing 
and your newfound passion for editing? You 
decide you’ll become brilliant at both. 

The next morning you proofread with the 
editing team. You use red pen. You find missing 
commas and quotation marks. You mark up the 
page where the italics are missing. You ask more 
questions. Your mentors answer. They reassure 
you that you’re not slowing down the process, 
they’re happy to show you the ropes, ‘after all, 
that’s the point of this thing.’

 You assemble first pages. The layout is strong. 
‘Did you see that illustration? The artist was 
up until six o’clock this morning finishing it.’ 
You were sound asleep dreaming up the next 
issue. The front-page feature’s illustration is 
outstanding. You wonder how the designer 

is awake. You’re tired just thinking about it. 
You observe as the master copy is marked 
up, collating the changes of the proofreading 
group.

You sit with the designers, marvelling at their 
ability to create a newspaper on a screen. They 
take in the changes as they explain to you the 
meticulous process from InDesign to print. 
You’re almost finished. You hear the printers 
warming up down the hall. It’s all hands on 
deck. You fold hundreds of issues of The Gazette, 
welcoming the change of pace as the printer 
spits out copies one-by-one. You chat with 
your folding partner; discussing the issue, 
the workload and how many coffees you’ve 
had. You’re fast friends. You don’t notice 40 
minutes fly by. You take your copies back to 
the newsroom and get ready for distribution. 
You see your name in print. You’re proud of 
yourself, but mostly the product you’ve helped 
to produce. You distribute The Gazette around 
all the EWF venues. 

You head down to one of the EWF poetry 
readings with your friend. This is a personal 
excursion and you can finally relax, maybe 
sneak in a drink or two. Your friend picks up 
today’s issue of The Gazette and gives you a 
wink—she knows where you’ve been all week. 
You both take a seat and bump heads, trying to 
read the paper together. You instantly notice a 
mistake—there should be a full stop. We can’t 
have three out of four bylines ending in full 
stops and one left hanging! You panic. Have you 
failed as a writer? Have you failed as an editor? 
Have you completely failed? 
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Your friend gives you a nudge and tells you 
how cool the paper looks. She turns the 
page, wanting to read the stories and see the 
illustrations inside. You feel a bit better about 
the missing full stop—the writers’ words take 
centre stage.

You attend the EWF Formal and cast your mind 
back to the pink limousines and questionable 
fashion choices of your high school days. The 
photography and video teams document each 
word and dance move. They detail everything, 
saving it for something special.

You’re now four issues in and you try your 
hand at project managing. You’re efficient, 
though you don’t want to seem bossy. You’re 
excited to captain and it turns out you’re quite 
good at it. You thrive under pressure. You’re 
a problem-solver. You liaise with the EWF 
marketing and programming staff, conveying 
their encouragement to the rest of the team. 
They’re approachable and the bond you form 
is one of admiration and respect. The EWF staff 
are crucial to the success of your team.

You’ve become a mentor: a writer comes up to 
you and asks if you have a moment to talk. They 
say they have a cool idea but want some advice 
about what direction to take and what would 
be best for The Gazette. You feel excited that they 
have included you in their creative process. 

You’re covering Amazing Babes tonight, an 
event that is aptly titled. You feel privileged 
to be in the same room with so many women 
you admire. You’re wearing your Persian-blue 
T-shirt, the words Emerging Writers’ Festival 
proudly on display as you circulate around the 
room. The Gazette lanyard hangs around your 
neck, an all access pass to EWF 2017.

You make a creative decision to restructure 
content late in the day and apprehensions 
surface the following day. You engage in an 
open discussion with the team about the 
editorial choice made the night before. You 
are more than halfway in and adrenalin and 
fatigue are in control of your emotions now. 
It’s important to talk through the choices and 
how the writers’ work is being used and edited. 
You realise this is a learning experience that 
teaches you to communicate, think critically 
and understand other people’s decisions about 
your work. Everyone confesses how they feel 
about the choice. One team member has tears 
in her eyes. Most look worried. Then a voice 
says how nice it is that we all care so much 
and it feels a little lighter. You come out of the 
uncomfortable conversation more equipped to 
understand the importance of teamwork and 
the diversity of personalities. Looking to Issue 
Six you feel confident. 

You see your name printed in The Gazette and it 
looks lovely. You write The Gazette on your CV. 
You show your mum. You get a tweet from a 
reader saying they’re itching to grab an issue 
they didn’t get to pick up. It feels exciting. You 
look up a peer’s social media account because 
you want to read more of their work. You’re 
tired—the eight o’clock starts are demanding. 
Your colleague notices the lines under your 
eyes and asks if you’d like to swap shifts. You 
thank them. You arrive at noon the next day, 
refreshed and ready to work. 

The handover meeting at 12pm is an inspired 
one. You’re shown a video, the first of three, 
created especially to be unveiled on the big 
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screen at Federation Square. You can’t believe 
a team of two filmed and produced such a 
high-quality video. You’re told this is the first 
time The Gazette has been asked to prepare this 
type of content for EWF. You smile as creatives 
bounce ideas off each other, empowering one 
another, collaborating and bringing their work 
to fruition. 

You only have a few days left of The Gazette; 
people are now discussing the final issue. 
You miss it already. One member of the team 
has the idea that the last issue should be a 
celebration showcasing all new content and 
design—giving the illustrators, designer and 
photographers the recognition they deserve. 
The idea is a crazy one, but we’re all mad here. 

You see the sun rise most mornings and 
sometimes you’re overwhelmed by how quickly 
the world moves. Sometimes it becomes too 
much, this cycle of pitches and schedules and 
deadlines, all of mesmerising synchronicity. 
This newspaper is an advanced feat of human 
choreography; it dazzles you. But soon enough 
you find you learn the footwork. You learn 
to trust yourself, knowing that you’re carried 
by the people around you. You feel confident 
enough to try your hand at almost anything—
even illustration and social media. You feel like 
you’re a part of things.

You’re impressed by the creative ferment of 
this group; how you’re pushing the boundaries 
set by the previous year. The Gazette has evolved 
from on-the-ground reporting to something 
more like a literary magazine: features and 
reviews, but also collages, flash fiction—even 
horoscopes. The project has found an agency 
of its own. It exists not only as a conduit to 
the festival but as a valuable addition. You 
think about how you have been shaped by this 
experience. Every experience is incremental; 
every day you learn a little more about what 

it’s like to make a newspaper. You are figuring 
out how you work in a team. You’ve learnt to 
trust that during this intensive you can sustain 
yourself, contribute meaningfully and write 
words that mean something to other people.

While there’s a feeling of permanency in etching 
something into print, mentally there is always 
rewriting to be done. You end all sentences in 
your head with commas and ellipses. You’re 
constantly editing, shifting, in a state of endless 
evolution and improvement. In the last 11 days 
you’ve lived in the deadline cycle, through 
waves of peaks and troughs, successes and 
challenges. The last print run will be a relief; it 
will carry an air of finality and satisfaction. For 
you, it’s only the beginning.

Many thanks and admiration to everyone in 
the festival who has given us this opportunity: 
Artistic Director and Co-CEO, Izzy Roberts-Orr; 
General Manager and Co-CEO, Will Dawson; 
Marketing and Publicity Coordinator, Bella 
Arnott-Hoare; Program Manager, Else Fitzgerald; 
Production Manager, Georgia Symons; and the 
rest of the Emerging Writers’ Festival staff, 
artists, volunteers and contributors.
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Callie Beuermann

The finish line was constantly moving further 

and further away. I sent an increasing number 

of messages that seemed final, but they were 

thrown back in my face. I had tired hands 

from holding my phone into the early hours 

of the morning and a tired head from holding 

the conversations. Now panic was bubbling 

under the surface, ready to boil over and 

burn everything. The relationship was so taut 

that I could walk on it like a tightrope. I was 

reminded to look after ‘number one’, to care 

for myself and keep a balance. But I was two 

different people and both of them were high 

maintenance. I had to cut the rope. It stung 

me on the way through, but the wounds are 

healing.

Pallavi Daniel 

We played hopscotch, trying not to graze the 

sides of our mouths on our Zooper Dooper 

wrappers. Her favourite number was, or is 17 

and her favourite colour was, or is green. For a 

project in Year Six we had to come up with an 

invention. She ‘invented’ a high-power pogo 

stick—it was really just made of cardboard rolls. 

When I moved we emailed, then Facebooked 

until we didn’t speak anymore. A couple of 

years ago, she was diagnosed with a chronic 

disease. My heart clenched. Her face still 

looked the same. She had tubes feeding her, 

keeping her alive. I never messaged, but I saw 

her updates on social media. One day, she 

posted about nearly dying. I thought this was 

my cue from the universe: Hey, you’ve been an 

arsehole, but you have another chance. So I took 

it and messaged her. It’s been nearly three 

months. She hasn’t read it yet and I’m afraid.

Our Relationships  
with The End 
Curated by Pallavi Daniel

Olivia Morffew

It’s been a rocky relationship. At best, it’s a 

happy coupling and at worst, it’s deadly. One 

of the happier moments was graduating Year 

12 and leaving my life on the Gold Coast to 

study. It was an end to toxic friendships and 

gave me a clean slate, but that initial joy faded. 

My insecurities were always present. After 

three months of living in a different state, I 

became sick, but not with the flu—my mind 

was filled with distorted thoughts. My ending 

almost became a physical one as my body 

deteriorated. Fast-forward three years and 

that relationship is still unstable, but my mind 

and body are healthier. On the spectrum of 

bad and good, our relationship hovers in the 

middle now.

Katerina Capel

Does anything ever really end? Can people end? 

I guess at this moment I don’t really believe in 

endings. Earlier in the year a very close and 

special friend of mine died. When thinking 

about my relationship with the end, all I can 

think about is him. The loss of his life meant 

the end of him being physically present in 

mine, but it didn’t really feel like an end. It felt 

like—feels like—a loss, but not an end. I think 

things are always still happening and moving.
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Sisters 
By Alexandra Milne

‘A perk of being the middle child:  
I’ve always been included.’ 

Relationships with siblings can be complex. 

For many, they are the people by your side 

while you navigate the fraught path of growing 

up, the awkwardness of puberty and the 

uncertainty of early adulthood. They’ve seen it 

all and you have few secrets from them. They 

may not necessarily be the people you would 

normally be friends with, but you are attached 

to them.

I come from an incredibly tight-knit family. I 

am the middle child, sandwiched between two 

sisters. The stereotypes are true in some ways. 

Although I have a strong personality, my sisters 

are far louder than I am. My older sister walks 

the straight path. My younger sister remains 

the baby—despite the fact she’s 21. 

My relationship with my sisters is constantly 

evolving, depending on what point we are 

at in our lives. When we were small my 

older sister would boss me around, while 

my younger sister screamed to be heard. We 

have home movies where my two sisters are 

vying for the camera, pushing and shoving 

to be in charge of the show, only to pan away 

to show me sneaking off to read Harry Potter 

on my beanbag. I avoided conflict—I was the 

peacekeeper.

While my older sister struggled through 

bras and black eyeliner, the youngest and I 

banded together, not understanding the new 

elements of the teenage world she had entered. 

We teased our older sister when her breasts 

started to grow but felt betrayed when she no 

longer wanted to share a bath with us. Her first 

boyfriend was the subject of endless mirth. 

Then I entered high school and suddenly my 

younger sister was the one who was left out. 

She didn’t have me to play shops and schools 

in the cubby house anymore. I was no longer 

interested in bike rides around the lake. My 

older sister and I went to our first concert 

together: Grinspoon. It was amazing. We got 

a hair straightener and left childish things 

behind. We conspired together to fool our 

parents into letting us out of the confines of 

the house after 6pm.

A perk of being the middle child:  

I’ve always been included.

My sisters and I have maintained close 

relationships with one another. Fights haven’t 

turned bitter—if drawn out, they’ve come to 

a close eventually. There are no long-held 

grudges.

There is a protectiveness I have for my sisters, 

especially my younger one. When she goes out 

all night I stay up worrying until she comes 

home. When she starts dating someone I worry 

they won’t treat her right. When she chooses a 

subject at uni or takes on a new job, I want to 

tell her what decision to make. I have walked 

the path before her; I can stop her from 

making the same mistakes I did and teach her 

the correct thing to do. When she doesn’t take 

on my advice I become frustrated: let me do it 

for you! 

In the same way, when my older sister 

interferes too much my hackles rise. Leave me 

alone! I don’t want to do what you did. You 

don’t know what’s best for me!

We might think our advice and guidance is 

better than what our parents can give, but 

essentially it’s the same. I speak to people 

around me with siblings and they all have 

different takes on influencing and being 

influenced. Some want to steer clear of the 

things their siblings have done, others worry 

their siblings will follow them. I know some 

who are engaged in bitter competition, while 

others stand side by side. There is a thin line 

between following in your siblings’ footsteps 

and creating contest and rivalry.

I worry about what could happen in the 

future. I know many people who no longer talk 

to their siblings. ‘There’s one in every family’, 

they sigh in exasperation. Which one of us will 

end up being that one? What if I end up being 

that one? The one who’s ‘hopeless’, the one 

who’s done something terrible that tears the 

family apart. How do you know you’re the one 

nobody wants to see at holiday time and whose 

every move is judged? The anxiety is sickening.

The thing with siblings is that, by virtue of the 

fact they know everything about you, they 

know exactly how to hurt you. They know 

what words will cut the deepest and where 

your sensitivities and vulnerabilities lie. You 

have to have absolute trust in them, because 

they can cut you down with a single stroke. If 

I have an argument with one of my sisters, I’m 

up all night and anxious the next day. I’m hurt 

and I want to make it right but I’m angry. No 

friend could do this to me. No lover could gall 

me so. My parents frustrate me, I seek their 

approval, but they don’t have the ability to 

hurt me this deeply.

Now, the relationship between the three of 

us is evolving. Soon there will no longer be 

two of us together and one apart. The three 

of us will be apart—living in different cities 

and countries. Never before have we been so 

divided. The old relationships are coming to 

an end; new ones are beginning.

I will celebrate these new relationships when 

they eventuate—but I will always mourn 

the ones lost; sharing books, fighting over 

clothes, sitting up in bed late at night sharing 

our anxieties. We will probably never do 

those things again. They belong to a different 

version of us. 

Siblings can either break your heart or 

fill it with happiness. They’re either your 

teammates or your opponents. At this 

uncertain juncture in our lives when 

everything is new and we’re still finding our 

feet as adults, our relationships will also enter 

new territory. 

I don’t know which way it will go and I find 

that utterly terrifying.

But I have faith in my sisters. We have grown 

up together in solidarity against the world  

and if we can survive puberty, we can  

survive anything.
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KATERINA CAPEL

Going Home
By Ben Knight

Reality swirls out of my vision and is replaced by a burst of 

fractals so complicated that they are near incomprehensible 

to the human mind. An overwhelming buzzing noise takes 

control of my body, flowing into every pore as they begin to 

breathe and shift at will beneath my skin. The existence of my 

ego becomes an abstract concept. Doors revolve around every 

pane of vision. Drops of paint cascade down and turn into 

hissing cartoon snakes. The doors stop rotating and open 

simultaneously. There is nothing beyond them. Nothing and 

everything. As I shed my existence and let go of conceivable 

reality, the entire universe gravitates towards me. 

And then––I’m there. I don’t know who I am, 

how I got there or whether I exist, but I know 

I’ve been waiting for this all my life.  

I’ve been waiting to go home.

Deities of unknown magnitude and unimaginable 

intricacy communicate with me and, although I don’t 

recognise their language and thoughts, I understand 

exactly what they’re telling me. Living a million lives at 

once, feeling every possible and impossible emotion, the 

world combusts in a geometrical explosion. This cocktail 

of life is not overwhelming or confusing; there is a sharp 

clarity in my mind as I process the expansive mechanisms 

of the entire universe, guided through the dark planes of 

existence by benign, angelic guardians. It’s all so familiar. 

I know that I’ve been here before. 

I finally know what the world is trying to tell 

me as my eyes flutter open and as I again 

become dictated by the bounds of time and the 

workings of society bustling around me. 

I know that the end is not the end.  

I know that I’ll go home again. 
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The comic strip I’ve created explores the feeling of losing something before 

it is lost. It embodies the feeling of not being in the moment—trapped in 

past loss and future-impending losses. The Sensitive Adult is a concept 

I use to explore various neuroses, mental illness, emotionality and 

sensitivity to life. These themes are explored through a lot of my work 

as I believe it’s important for people to be exposed to these themes to 

help destigmatise mental illness. For more please check out my website, 

sensitiveadultdaily.com, and Instagram, @sensitiveadultdaily.
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Comfort
by Callie Beuermann

it’s a long     slow     walk

through the light

to the dark

the spotlight is blinding

          extracting from you

a brilliance, 

shimmering

exposed

the light leaves

an imprint behind your eyes

a stamp on an envelope 

addressed to your   

future - there is a reason

the dark is calling

it is not the devil,

it is the wonder:

unknown

is a safety

unlike any other

in the darkness, 

you are 

left

with only 

yourself

but there is company in the shadows

they are cast

behind you

beside you

an all-star line-up

you are

a     hole     

in the sky

a teenager on the roof who

thinks they are Cool

knows they know nothing;

looks

up

the dark

a blanket

muffling whispers

sheltering you
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I
you said 

there is more in me but

 i’m not one to stay  

prenatally

it’s high risk 

to read you poems  

 at night

should stop now 

 before our blood  

 begins to seep 

 at the same time

in the case that you stop  

 reaching for me

i scratch your name  

 from the walls of my mind 

preventatively,  

like killing a wasp.

please don’t apologise 
for not trusting me
by Katerina Capel

II
i am selfish, i change my polystyrene mind all the time 

i am a consumer, a perceptive taker  

i want my feet warm and i want to be fucked

all human beings are ruins 

i shouldn’t have tried to reassure you otherwise  

i am out to get you, like a spiderweb under a table i graze your knees

III
i once sat in the front seat 

of a borrowed car  

driving along the coast

you were in the back you 

had just spilt boiling water on your arm 

we were on the way to the hospital

i stretched my arm behind me 

to where you were sitting you 

were in incredible pain

it was an invitation 

i am always inviting you 
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2017: The Fall

No one is ready. The tram is full, the air stuffy 

from the heaters and regurgitated breath. You 

stand surrounded by workers in corporate 

wear. The tram lurches to a stop and the doors 

chime. In a sea of black, the suited women and 

men disembark as a frigid wind whips through 

the doors. 

The tram shudders down Elizabeth Street, 

approaching the Queen Victoria Market. You 

pull the cord, the plastic biting your palm. The 

tram dings.

At the market a handful of commuters get 

off. As you step onto the platform, something 

kisses your cheeks as softly as snowflakes.

Someone asks what’s happening. Unsure, 

you shrug. That softness tickles your skin 

again. You hold your hand out and a speck 

of something soft lands in your palm. It’s like 

dust but not the dust you know.

The mote is black and for a moment it 

glitters as if it were a star rather than a 

speck of powder. A pile forms. Someone 

shouts, overjoyed. Others whisper in hushed 

speculation. You focus on the ash, sparkling 

under the sun’s rays. 

The stars crumble from the sky, covering the 

city in a veil of intergalactic dust. There is no 

knowing what will happen next. 

2019: The Addiction

There is always a buzz in the city now, ever 

since the stars deteriorated. Buskers that once 

scattered throughout Bourke Street Mall now 

use their instruments as weapons. 

Dust trickles from the cloudless sky as if it 

were drizzling rain. Like rain creates puddles, 

the dust motes turn into miniscule dunes. 

Particles slide off your cheeks like a blackened 

tear. 

There’s not many people out this early so 

when someone screams, you flinch at its 

suddenness. 

The source of the noise is a busker. He’s on the 

ground using his guitar as a shield. 

Stardust 
by Olivia Morffew 

A woman stands above him. You press yourself 

up against the Myer windows and the iciness 

of the glass seeps through your suit jacket. A 

shiver runs down your spine.

The busker sobs, pleading with the woman 

looming above him. You notice her fevered 

cheeks. Her chest rises and falls rapidly, her 

breath coming out in puffs of white. There is a 

pallor to her skin.

She snaps her head towards you and bares her 

teeth, snarling. You make eye contact. Between 

the busker on the ground and you on the wall, 

she picks her ash-covered prey. In a heartbeat, 

you slide down the wall and crawl out of her 

line of sight. 

It has never affected you the way it has affected 

most of the population. You aren’t an addict. 

2025: The Change

Even though the Earth still rotates on its axis, 

it isn’t the same. Nowhere on this planet 

is liveable anymore. The dust has affected 

everything it touches—fauna, flora, humans.

In your backyard, the grass is a uniform ochre 

tone, as if the sun has burnt the colour from 

it. Sitting on the back porch you see the dust 

gather into dunes, watching for the inevitable 

collapse as wild animals become infatuated 

with the ash.

It is a sparrow today. Something is different 

about it. It’s the same shade as the grass, an 

orange-brown hue. Wherever it steps smoke 

coils from its footprints.

Interrupting your reverie, pain lances through 

your shoulder blades, sudden and sharp like a 

knife. You scream in pain, scaring the sparrow 

away. You curl in on yourself, as your shoulder 

blades snap, realigning and reshaping. 

Something moves beneath your skin as if 

struggling to get out, a fire burning you from 

the inside out. Your shirt tears to shreds. 

Summer heat stings your skin. It’s nothing 

compared to the blistering agony of your back. 

It took a while longer than everyone else, but 

when the pain finally subsides, a set of tawny, 

feathered wings now unfurl from your back.

2028: The Magic

Everyone grows wings. From leathery to 

reptilian, feathered to insect, anyone that 

encounters dust—even if they didn’t consume 

it—transforms.

You are sitting at the dining table when your 

spouse trudges through the door. They plant 

a kiss on your brow and head into the kitchen. 

They rifle through cupboards and swear.

You turn in your chair, wings folded against 

your spine. Smoke curls towards the ceiling. 

Your spouse faces you, lips parted in surprise. 

A smoke alarm blares in the house, but you’re 

fixated on their hand. A flame flickers in their 

palm.

It was the first time, but not the last you saw 

magic.

2034: The Rebirth

Everyone has now adapted and embraced 

their new forms. Every human has a set of 

wings unique to them. They have discovered 

the magic from the stardust, manipulated it 

to benefit them by winning wars and forging 

alliances. They fuse science and magic to create 

technology beyond imagination. 

You and your partner fly through the dusty 

sky. Neither of you were seduced by the stars. 

Immune—that’s what your family of two are. As 

you soar together, you catch fleeting glances of 

the world below.

After what feels like hours of flying, you both 

land on the veranda. That’s when you notice 

it. The sky is the clearest it has ever been. Your 

partner stretches their hand out but they catch 

nothing in their palm.

As night descends, the dust stops falling and 

doesn’t return.
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The Good Ending

Everyone wants this ending. After all, it was 

founded by Cinderellas and Rapunzels and 

Prince Charmings. You’re that person who 

always roots for the hero, even if they’re an 

idiot, because it’s the title that matters. They’re 

the good guy, the protagonist—who wouldn’t 

support them? You’re someone who sticks to 

the rules, eats their vegetables and flosses every 

night. Well, I am pleased to say that all your 

hard work has paid off. Here’s this emotional 

cutscene I prepared earlier. Watch as the 

hero you led to victory receives his medal, 

the treasure and the princess’ kiss. Aren’t you 

glad you chose this ending? You deserve this 

happily ever after. You did everything to the 

letter. Congratulations! Please claim your prize. 

Three Endings
by Amanda Thai 

You’ve reached the end of our game.  

You have three options.  

It’s time to make your choice. 

The Bad Ending

Your perverted curiosity drove you here. No 

one says they want this ending but really, 

they do; they’re just too afraid to admit it. But 

not you. You’re not afraid. You’re someone 

who knows how to stick to your guns. Clever 

thing—you know what’s really going on. This is 

just a little game. None of it is real. Why not be 

the villain? Too bad I don’t like that. Actually, 

I despise it. You deliberately tried to break the 

rules of my story. You rebelled against me. 

You killed the characters I wanted you to save. 

Did you really think there wouldn’t be any 

consequences? No emotional cutscenes for 

you. The only thing you get is the ‘Game Over’ 

screen. You’ve chosen incorrectly.  

Try again, monster. 

The Neutral Ending

You’re an indecisive one, aren’t you? When you 

go out to eat with friends, you’re the one who 

can never decide on a restaurant. When you 

get the menu, you can never choose between 

the pasta and the parma, so you end up letting 

your friends decide and mooching off their 

plates. Well, at least you’re honest. No one is 

totally good or bad. Maybe we should rename 

this to ‘The Human Ending’? Either way, this 

is still just the filler ending. You’ve chosen 

incorrectly. Go back to the start. Try to be 

either good or bad—not both. You’re ruining 

the dichotomy of my game. 
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Ending 
Inspiration
Twenty-two sentences  
with ten words that are  
the endings to stories that  
haven’t been written.

She shot the ugly bastard and never once looked back.

The shoe fit but she kicked it off and ran.

He stumbled down the sunlit street: naked, bloody, but unashamed.

There was nothing—but damn, it she would live anyway.

That’s why you should never say no to an orgy.

‘You could’ve just said so,’ he said with a smile.

The mirror was dusty now, but thankfully, it remained void.

It wasn’t quite what I expected but hey, why not?

We stood there, two statues locked in a mournful embrace.

Moonlight illuminated the way, turning everything it touched to silver.

The room was empty, the cow disassembled, she fell down.

Here it was: the final soliloquy of the faithful laptop. 

She had always had a mind for flowers and mathematics. 

‘Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two’ BANG.

He gently lifted the pink umbrella and took it home. 

He left the fridge open. He forgot about the tarantula. 

Lamb to the slaughter … but what a way to go. 

With the heroes vanquished, it’s time for tea and crumpets.

She pressed a button—and the Google Drive was deleted. 

Cat and I boarded the spaceship and flew away forever. 

Her fingers closed around mine and I finally breathed again.

She beamed, triumphant, in the midst of her waking dreams.

Collated by Pia Gaardboe

Contributors: Carina Beyer, Iryna 

Byelyayeva, Ben Callinan, Pia 

Gaardboe, Jasmine Mahon, Alexandra 

Milne, Amanda Thai & Johanna Thewlis.

BETHANY 
EDWARDS
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The image was created by tearing up printed 

articles, headlines and tweets. I felt that in this 

way, I was literally destroying and rendering the 

the written words meaningless, as Newspeak does. 

The words have also been scrambled digitally to 

the point where you can barely make anything 

out—there is no more meaning and nothing is 

being communicated. All we can see is a shoddily 

pieced together ‘Alternative Facts’ in an urgent red. 

The eyes see through the same red haze and again, 

meaningless words and letters.

WANG
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MARIANNE 
When an article covering race was pitched in one of the meetings of The 

Gazette I was compelled to participate and as my grasp on language doesn’t 

have the breadth of a writer, I wanted to try to evoke these themes through 

the language of sight. The article Brown Skin, White Words was written by 

Jessica Zibung and discusses the topic of biracialism.  

‘It’s about the confusion of being part European, part Asian’ she explains, 

during the briefing for the illustration. ‘People might not realize that being 

biracial isn’t always a good thing. Sometimes you face the bias of both 

worlds’. As a migrant, I understand the feeling of wanting to be loyal to 

both nationalities but the spectrum of my experience seems to vast to flow 

seamlessly–a purgatory of belonging to both yet neither at the same time.  

Perhaps most crucial to my crafting this illustration, a story from one of my 

family friends, a young man of Sri Lankan descent, came to mind and it had 

gone something like this: ‘when I was a child, I was fascinated by superheroes 

in comics. I used to act out their adventures […] but even back then I noticed 

something—none of them looked like me. So one day I snuck into my mother’s 

room and I covered my face with her baby powder until it was white. I didn’t 

look any closer to them’.

Stylistically, I aimed to mimic a Baroque tone. The movement’s recognizable 

chiaroscuro lighting, the fixation towards intense moods – all of this I felt had 

fit the personal focus of Zibung’s writing. Yet, I also wanted to avoid blending 

the strokes perfectly and retain an underlying sense of being incomplete—in 

part to avoid the ‘uncanny valley’ but also to match the article thematically. 

BR
AV

O
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An Idea (Is Born)

Where do ideas come from? Are they buried 

somewhere, hidden within our minds, resting 

patiently until we delve deeply enough to 

bring them to fruition? Are they separate, 

invisible entities occupying the same space as 

us, existing freely until we’re lucky enough to 

encounter one that inspires our creativity? It’s 

a wonderful mystery and I’m happy enough to 

not know the answer because it validates the 

equally nonsensical ways in which I attempt to 

encounter them. 

Here’s an example. I sit in my ‘ideas chair’—

an armchair that perfectly facilitates a 

comfortable cross-legged position. It is 

placed at an angle that allows for optimum 

perspective. I can see out onto a balcony three 

stories high and far out into the view beyond. 

I sit and stare out towards the vast city skyline, 

waiting for the ideas to come flying in. 

The funny thing is that they kind of do. One 

minute my thoughts are vacant, stagnant—the 

next my mind is racing through concepts, 

characters, situations and forms; ideas so 

present I can feel them physically occupy  

my body.

The Lifecycle  
of an Idea
By Sophie Nilsson

Writing (Rebirth)

I’ve spent hours attempting to revive my 

battered idea, re-working the same sentences 

over and over, trying to access the spark of 

creativity that will bring it back to life. Words 

begin to penetrate the white space in intervals 

of flow. It seems like my idea may have a 

fighting chance after all. 

As the piece takes shape, I begin to feel the 

essence of my original idea assume a more 

concrete form. The feeling is incomparable to 

anything else. Not only the piece but everything 

in my life is now whole; I can finally see the 

world in a stunning state of equilibrium. It 

may seem fantastical but only a reward of this 

magnitude ensures I will continue to endure 

the strenuous cycle every time I write.

Writing (A Death)

Everything becomes a possibility. I cradle my 

new idea with care, allowing it to sit at the 

forefront of my imagination. Harnessing the 

energy my idea has given me, I type 100 words 

of inspired prose. This is it. I’m moving. I give 

myself a well-deserved break.

The clump of text hovers defiantly at the top 

of the page. One sentence per minute, one 

word per minute, one sentence per hour. This 

time there’s nothing productive about my 

vacant stare at the haunting space on the page. 

The bright whiteness seeps silently into my 

soul, encasing my beloved idea in a cloud of 

impenetrable fog. 

I no longer remember why I like writing. My 

idea is my nemesis. It’s forcing me to sit here, 

teasing in its potential but withholding any 

clues as to how I might help it grow. 

‘Nothing but white space.’ 

The idea is buried alive beneath my fear of the 

work required to create something from it.
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For the last five years (at least) I’ve been ‘surf 

club Jo’. Surfer. Skater. Party girl. Ballbuster. 

Bitch. Surf club fixture. Honorary lad. An 

uninspired student ‘just tryna have a good 

time.’ The problem with this is that it’s not a 

particularly sustainable lifestyle. When you’re 

partying four nights out of seven, other areas 

of your life tend to stagnate—mostly in the 

areas of achievement and forward progression. 

This year I’m turning 25, so I’ve been trying 

to grow up. I’m doing a Master of Writing and 

Publishing. I’m writing again. I work stupidly 

long hours and go to bed as early as I possibly 

can. I haven’t sculled out of a red cup in 

months and it’s been far longer than that since 

I made out with three strangers at the same 

time or crowd-surfed off a fridge. When I do go 

to surf club events I feel old and separate from 

all the people there. 

It’s no longer new to watch half-naked girls 

gyrate on a giant plush unicorn, the ‘watch 

me piss myself’ gag is more pathetic than 

hilarious and even pouring goon on the faces 

of exchange students has become tired. Instead 

of being the self-proclaimed ‘Queen of Fun’, 

I feel like a cynical hag. I’ve been everywhere 

and done it all. There are no new challenges 

in the field of partying, no new people whose 

respect I care to win. 

With nothing left to prove and no one 

to impress, surf club Jo has become an 

endangered species. For a while I felt a bit 

… bereft. Lost without this wildly confident 

identity I’d clung to for so many years. I have 

been shrinking into the background, scared 

to put myself forward in class because I’m 

not really a writer or editor or anyone to do 

with words. I don’t push my opinions or ideas 

because what do I really know—other than 

how to pull together a ‘bangin’ bash’? I feel 

years behind my fellow masters students who 

all have internships, published pieces and 

creative writing degrees under their belts. 

My experiences aren’t valid here; I am at the 

bottom of the pack. It has become increasingly 

obvious that it is time to kill surf club Jo. 

Enter, Johanna. Still a surfer, skater and 

ballbuster. Party ‘woman’ with nothing to 

prove. Budding writer. Burgeoning editor. 

Organisational powerhouse. Domestic 

goddess. I’ve evolved beyond summation, but I 

am still ‘just tryna’. Trying to reconcile all of the 

experiences I’ve had into the person I am now. 

Trying to be better at the things I love. Trying to 

be better for the people I love. And yes, trying 

to have a good time, where I can. 

Killing Jo
by Johanna Thewlis

Tex
by Jasmine Mahon

Initially, he was one to dote. 

Down the rabbit hole she tumbled, completely undone. 

Later she couldn’t breathe, 

The doting smothered her.

If only it had been a simple thing. 

But no, it was a deep, dark dive.  

An endless reach for the surface. 

And always a weight remained shackled around her neck.  

Of all the dares she set herself, she was unable to budge on this; until 

now. 

The truth was a beam that shook her—the shackles fell. 

On the way out, she nabbed the last of the dope. 

No longer at heel like a dog.

It was always the weed. 

He’d smoke all of it, even the dust at the bottom of the zip-lock bag. 

He’d bang on in smarmy manner: dishing advice 

Sharing his expertise on addiction and drug running.

As if he were separate from it all.

But he wasn’t. 

He was her ex, Tex.
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PALLAVI

Pallavi Daniel is predominantly a writer but 

kinda likes pretty colours as well. Check out her 

other work on her blog: estrainge.blogspot.com.au. 
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There are a number of ways to 
approach the debate over whether 
creative writing can be taught or 
not, but this doesn’t mean it is as 
complicated (or monumental) as is 
often presented. This is because the 
furor over teaching creative writing 
ostensibly deals with one question  
when in fact it conflates two questions 
and probably more. 

Can  
Creative 
Writing be 
Taught?
by Danny Baulch

The first common answer to the question 

of whether creative writing can be taught is 

that writing talent is a rare form of genius. 

According to this argument, the ability to 

write well is rare and touches the minds of the 

chosen few. The dispersal of this writing gift 

throughout the general population is arbitrary, 

like parcels plummeting from the sky and 

landing at the feet of the genetically blessed. 

In other words, the ability to produce good 

writing and the degree to which one is able to 

write well is fixed at birth—you either have it or 

you don’t. 

However, after witnessing the development of 

countless pieces through the workshopping 

process of my creative writing degree, I am 

convinced of the opposite: that everyone has 

innate writing talent. Every person who has the 

capacity to be buoyed or crushed by emotional 

turmoil is also capable of eliciting an emotional 

response in return, written or otherwise. 

‘Bad’ writing occurs then, partly because our 

mastery over the principles of writing is shaky. 

This is demonstrated every time we come into 

a workshop confident in the intended subject 

of our piece, only to find that the real focus 

of our story lies in a single throwaway word 

or sentence or sometimes not on the page at 

all but still floating in the mind. The more I 

have engaged in the workshopping process, 

the more I am convinced that writing is an 

archaeological exercise. Honing a piece of 

writing involves stripping back layers of the 

subconscious until we crack through to the 

story that was meant to flow. 

The other common response is that creative 

writing is ineffectively taught within a 

university setting. Why pay to do something 

that you could do on your own and without 

the interference of supposedly incompetent 

teachers? 

If universities stopped teaching all disciplines 

that could theoretically be learnt by the student 

on their own, a good chunk of their courses 

would be wiped out. The advantage of learning 

creative writing at an educational institution is 

that it imposes structure on your practice and 

makes a degree of discipline mandatory. It also 

offers a ready network of people engaged in 

this common purpose. 

Personally, I have never come across a teacher 

of writing whom I have not learnt something 

from. I have come across writing teachers 

whose teaching style is less compatible with 

the ways in which I best learn writing but again 

this is not something that is specific to creative 

writing programs. 

I suspect that this argument is often trotted out 

to mask a fear of someone else’s sweaty hands 

fumbling over a piece of their consciousness. 

Sharing one’s writing is an act of vulnerability 

and perhaps this fear underlies many of the 

arguments that demonise the teaching of 

creative writing.

The only difference between a writer and 

someone who isn’t a writer is the fact that the 

latter doesn’t write. They don’t ever get to the 

point of putting pen to paper and they haven’t 

ever repeatedly attempted to divine and 

crystalise their own thoughts through the act 

of writing. Tertiary creative writing programs 

act to guide and facilitate this process. Whether 

the structure they impose is stunting or 

liberating, however, is up to the writer. 
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Gone

When the cops arrive we talk about fingerprinting and how bizarre the break-in seems. No 

smashed windows. The only thing I can see they’ve taken is the telly I’ve never watched. The 

two middle-aged men in their navy blues entertain my theories. Maybe the crooks were in a 

hurry. Maybe they didn’t want to make unnecessary noise. Or my personal favourite: maybe 

they realised this house belonged to an old dead lady, and when they saw the photos of  

five-year-old me on the walls, they had a crisis-of-conscience. But it’s probably as simple as 

there being nothing here of any monetary value. This place deals only in nostalgia.

Dowie Street
by sarah Dunwoodie

Time

I make my way up the stairs in the apartment 

above the shed where my parents lived for a 

while before I was born. There’s still a gate at 

the entrance, a barrier to keep my then  

three-year-old sister from making a hasty 

escape. Dust particles invade the air and I 

can see mites in the puke-coloured carpet. 

My asthma makes me splutter. If I run my 

fingertips along the doonas on the two single 

beds I can feel the tomb of cobwebs—a shield 

against those who aim to make changes. 

Things

My mother is a hoarder. Every time I go to her 

house there is more shit: new salt and pepper 

shakers she will never use, plants that convert 

the place into a jungle, broken figurines glossy 

with Supa Glue. She’s a magpie that clings to 

shiny things and won’t let go. I ask her why 

she wants all this stuff. She says, ‘I don’t know. 

Having these things around just makes me feel 

better.’

Correspondence

My grandmother is in a good mood when 

we turn up unannounced one afternoon. 

She pours me Fruit Cup cordial in a lawn 

bowls commemorative glass—‘Women’s Age 

Champion 1995’—and finds an excuse to bring 

out the letters he wrote when they were just 

kids. He wrote pages upon pages in his cursive 

script—a code that only she could decipher. She 

remembers the first time she read the letter. 

She was sitting by the lake as a teenager, unable 

to go swimming with the other kids because 

she had her period. I’m too young to hear that 

and my face grows red. 

Places

I find their old suitcases. Tags from their trips 

are still looped through the handles. New 

Zealand, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea. I 

tear open the broken brown leather, searching 

for currency from other countries, token 

swizzle sticks, ticket stubs and decades-old 

coasters taken from seaside pubs pregnant 

with tourists. Their pants and jumpers are 

still folded perfectly. Why didn’t they unpack? 

Were they always ready to go someplace at a 

moment’s notice? 

Apparitions

My sister calls me on a Tuesday, wanting to  

hear about the angel I saw when I was alone  

at the house. I tell her it was when I was six,  

when we used to sleep next to each other in  

the beds that would squeak with every 

movement, in the room with the pink walls. 

I say I was a dumb little kid. It was more 

than likely a trick of the light. Perhaps an 

overabundance of imagination. Probably a 

dream I felt had woken me.

Education

Other teachers would use leather straps. He’d 

grab shirts instead, lifting the schoolboys off 

the ground, fire in his eyes and saliva in the 

corners of his mouth. 

‘Wake up to yourselves!’ 

I can see it because my dad has told me this 

story more times than I can count. He always 

acts it out with hand gestures. 

He looks like his father and I look like both of 

them. 

He’d let the boys get their footing and walk 

away silently, knowing they could feel his 

contempt. 

It was the 70s. He was the student favourite 

because with him, they got off easy. All the  

kids knew Mr Dunwoodie favoured words over 

the whip.

The Sun

I’m three and I’m sitting on the concrete steps 

in the backyard. He hands me a packaged 

chocolate cake with white icing swirls and 

cream in the middle that tastes like earwax. 

He eats his next to my sister and me, telling 

stories as a blob of cream sits on his lips. It’s 

licked up in half a second, tongue swift like a 

gecko. The best thing about him is the smile 

that takes over his face, lines reaching up to his 

eyes. Age has taken his looks but sometimes 

there are glimpses of what he once was in the 

dimples (the ones I inherited, a genetic gift), 

the straight teeth, his ability to make everyone 

in the room laugh. Yellow (his favourite colour) 

has become synonymous in my mind with his 

grin. I saw the cakes in Coles the other day 

and could feel the icing stuck to the roof of my 

mouth, the granules of sugar lodged between 

my teeth.
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Partnership

There’s a difference between the way she talks 

about him and the way she talks about her 

children and grandchildren. Everyone has one 

person they love the most. 

Physique

I was young when he got sick, not even half a 

decade. Pancreatic cancer comes with a slow 

entry and a fast exit. 

My father uses the same words every time to 

describe the way he used to be. Built like a 

brick shithouse. 

I can only remember him the way he looks in 

our final family photo. The weight is gone. The 

suit jacket he wears swallows him; he looks 

like a ten-year-old who has stolen clothes 

from his father’s closet. The muscles in his 

broad shoulders fled from lack of use. When 

I look him in the eyes he reminds me of a 

concentration camp inmate, his skull pushing 

on the skin of his face, screaming to get out. 

The disease made a home within his bones. 

Signs

We went to visit him at the Monash. The nurses 

gave us saucers to take home, emblazoned with 

the hospital insignia. Maybe they thought we 

needed some kind of memento of terminal 

illness, a death certificate with a practical 

use. It’s been almost 20 years and they’re 

my favourite plates to use when I go to my 

mother’s house. 

Documentation

Nothing ever happens and there’s nothing to 

write about now he’s gone, but she keeps a 

diary anyway. She writes about her  

daughters-in-law visiting, the highs and lows 

of the weather in the places where her children 

now live, writes to no one about having the 

same dinners every night. She dot-points the 

days, knowing that soon enough she won’t 

remember how things used to be, how this all 

felt. She doesn’t write about missing hanging 

out his sweaters (the big woollen ones with 

diamond shapes on the front and patches on 

the elbows) or talking to herself aloud and 

hearing his voice answer her, or how she has 

become a bitter woman because it isn’t fair. He 

didn’t smoke or drink that much.

Memory

The dementia got so bad that she couldn’t be 

trusted not to leave food in the oven and burn 

the house down. My father and his siblings got 

rid of most of the things that made their house 

their home. I’m thankful they didn’t throw 

out the encyclopaedias. A photo from my 

grandparents’ wedding day is one of the few 

things they have transplanted to the nursing 

home. When I don’t know what to say to her 

one Sunday afternoon, I pick up the photo and 

ask her where they were married. She stares at 

me blankly and goes back to watching Andrew 

O’Keefe talk shit on Deal or No Deal.

Blood

My mother mails me her keys to the abandoned 

house. 

My father rings when I get there. 

He wants to know what I’m doing. 

I say I need to get away. 

I say I need somewhere quiet.

I say I need somewhere to write. 

He says, 

‘You know, my father was a great writer.’
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YUNG CHING

The illustration shown is of two dancing female figures who 

are holding up a red line. This is used to represent the rise 

of queer power within the standards of the world’s laws 

and the rules that hold them down. Although suppressed in 

this narrow space, it doesn’t bother them and they’re free to 

dance. They have their own space to showcase their talent 

and are confident enough to celebrate who they are. CHEN
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The piece is in pairing with an article called 

‘Mother Tongues’, which was about the 

experiences of the the writer’s dual nationality 

and her perception of the Chinese language and 

the difference compared to English. I had her 

send through a five character Chinese idiom for 

me to then typeset for this, where I included the 

sharpness of the commanding characters to then 

flow to a softer and more calligraphy feel to match 

her understanding of the language.

PANG
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Final Credits
By Nina Montero

Closing scenes of iconic films reflect the feel-good outcome from the search for 

resolution. There’s something undeniably satisfying about watching the narrative of 

life reach a conclusion in 90 minutes. But why is this? Is it the long-anticipated kiss? 

The feeling of closure aesthetically represented by a dwindling sunset or panning 

cityscape? Here are some of the more satisfying endings from films that have  

arguably defined the generations they represent.

Soundtrack

Choose any remarkable film ending and a song 

will probably come to mind. ‘Don’t You (Forget 

About Me)’ by Simple Minds automatically 

conjures an image of The Breakfast Club’s  

Judd Nelson raising his fist to the sky, the  

song underscoring the protagonist’s  

final vindication. 

The closing scene of 10 Things I Hate About You 

features an iconic ending, in which the camera 

pans from the last kiss to a wide shot of the 

school grounds and settles with Letters to Cleo 

on the rooftop playing ‘I Want You to Want Me’. 

The drums create a feeling of anticipation, the 

grungy guitars slide from one major chord to 

the next and the female vocals are powerful 

and strong as the singer bellows the chorus 

in excitement and joy. This song summons 

visions of kitschy 90s prom dresses and Heath 

Ledger’s wayward curls—the heartbeat tempo 

matching the intensity of first love. ‘Built This 

Way’ by Samantha Ronson closes Mean Girls 

and spurs some of the most quotable lines in 

the film—not an easy task for a rom-com that is 

notoriously saturated with such material.  

‘I love this song’. ‘I hate this song’…‘I know  

this song!’

Romance

In the ending scene of Clueless, the entire cast 

is coupled and a bouquet is thrown in the air—

symbolising the final stage of one relationship 

and the beginning of a new one. The women 

fight over the floral baton and Cher reminds 

us that, while she’s matured into the woman 

loved by college-aged Josh, she’s still a teenager 

in an all-pink outfit with innocent curls, 

exclaiming: ‘as if! I’m only 16’ when the altar 

shot deceptively alludes to their marriage. 

Miss Toby Geist is satisfyingly beautiful in 

her wedding dress—it seems that Cher and 

Dionne’s makeover paid off after all. Yet again, 

this film closes with a passionate kiss between 

two beautiful young people. 

The final scene of Dirty Dancing follows this 

same formula. ‘(I’ve Had) The Time of My Life’ 

plays as Baby and Johnny nail their last dance; 

the female lead is lifted effortlessly into the 

air—signalling liberation and weightlessness. 

A sense of harmony is restored between the 

characters—punctuated by the clapping of 

an adoring audience who join the festivities 

before everything fades to black.

Message

Back to Mean Girls, the film ends in the fashion 

of previously mentioned films—though really 

it could have just finished on the iconic prom 

scene. Unfortunately, the message of kindness, 

forgiveness and taking responsibility for  

your actions is hammered out up until the  

final seconds. 

Cady and Aaron get their well-deserved kiss. 

The camera zooms out and we’re granted 

access to a birds-eye shot of the couple in the 

centre of a crowd of swaying pairs—Regina’s 

gown is accessorised with a head brace. The 

Spring Fling crown is broken. Regina George 

and her band of ‘plastics’ have unravelled; 

ostensibly, bullying no longer pervades at the 

clique-riddled high school. ‘Regina’s spine 

healed’. Karen finds her forte in the school 

weather announcements. Gretchen projects 

her desire to be followed onto a new group 

of friends. Janis ends up in an implausible 

heterosexual romance. 

Does harmony prevail once the credits stop 

rolling? Perhaps the lyrics of the closing track 

are more telling: ‘When it’s over, me and my 

selfish ways go back to start again’. High School 

Musical ends the same way most musicals end: 

where everybody somehow knows the lyrics 

and choreography to a feel-good routine. The 

message is clear: ‘we’re all in this together’. 

The Wildcats win the basketball game. 

Gabriella does her science stuff. Even Sharpay 

temporarily abandons her role as the ‘bitchy 

blonde’ to join in with the celebrations.  

Courage

Continuing the theme of music, endings and 

catharsis, in Empire Records, Gina finds the 

courage to sing ‘Sugar High’ by Coyote Shivers. 

Everything comes together. People pile inside 

to support the record store. Obviously the 

biggest eye-candies of the film, A.J. and Corey 

share a kiss—an intimate moment that is 

interrupted by yet another musical number.

But it’s The Lizzie McGuire Movie that sets 

the standard for perfectly sugary and 

unrealistically happy endings. Lizzie takes 

the stage with the bizarrely identical Isabella, 

her Italian pop-star doppelganger—literally 

just Hilary Duff in a brown wig attempting to 

imitate an Italian accent. The girls start singing 

‘What Dreams Are Made Of’ but Isabella 

promptly abandons the stage—leaving Lizzie 

to conquer her stage fright. Like Gina from 

Empire Records, she’s forced to perform solo. 

She starts off nervous and hesitant, but friends 

and family inspire her to sing unabashedly 

(and off-key) at the top of her voice. When in 

Rome ‘she’s got somewhere she belongs, she’s 

got somebody to love’. Best of all, Lizzie exposes 

Paolo for the true snake he is. 

But really, the best part of the ending is when 

she kisses her childhood friend Gordo. Piano 

music twinkles. Lizzie’s hair blows gently 

in the breeze; they play off the adolescent 

awkwardness with nervous jokes; the score 

flurries into a crescendo of violin; the camera 

pans over the Roman rooftops. Fireworks 

glitter over the black screen and dissolve into 

the words: ‘The End’. 

Life’s trajectory is seldom accompanied with 

heart-warming sing-alongs. First kisses rarely 

involve fireworks. There’s no verisimilitude in 

the panning shots and orchestral melodies of 

coming-of-age films, but there’s something to 

be found in these films that reflects our search 

for conclusion and continuity. Beneath the 

hyperbole is the human need to categorise 

the stages of our life into chapters. The only 

difference is we can’t ‘fade to black’ on the 

mediocre intervals between the opening and 

closing credits.
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JENNY

The original idea for the illustration was to address an article 

discussing the impact of writing being taught and how it affects 

one’s natural growth. It highlighted the idea of breaking rules, 

so my illustration shows a small writer standing upon a book of 

writing conventions. The hole in the centre represents an opening 

into the world of taught literacy and writing. The girl stands 

on the edge, looking far for inspiration, the opening giving her 

access to both worlds. I wanted to leave it to the viewer to decide 

whether the opening was an entrance or an exit. 
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Dear Writing,

I love you, believe me, I do. Perhaps I hate parts of you—the writer’s block, 

the deadlines, the beating self-doubt—but I love you. I love you. I’m so in 

love with you. Maybe if I say it enough times it’ll mean something. Maybe if 

I write it down I’ll mean it.

You’ve always been there for me. You feed me ideas at 2am, make me 

scramble for my phone in the dark. On lonely train rides you keep me 

company, give me someone to talk to in the quiet moments between sleep, 

dream and wake. 

Yet I’ve neglected you. I’m not a real writer—I’m afraid of you. I fall into 

your embrace of words and I am consumed. I forget to eat. I forget to 

sleep. I want to give you everything—I need to. But when we light the pages, 

I burn. I don’t want you to see me like this: charred and screaming and 

broken. So I leave you. I’m lonely. The ideas come but they’re ghosts, 

skeletons, lifeless without you. Our relationship is a constant whirlwind 

of ‘he loves me, he loves me not’ but it shouldn’t be. You are not some 

goddess; you are my friend. I don’t need to worship you. Our stories don’t 

need to be written in fire. 

Let’s go for coffee, scribble some words on napkins. Maybe that’s all I need 

to be a writer. 

Signed,

A Writer (finally)

It’s Not You,  
It’s Me

by Amanda Thai 

@MadBadAndDangerousToKnow
by Bethany Edwards

Being born so close to the turn of the 

millennium, I’ve been a witness to the 21st 

century’s digital age that has spread like the 

plague. I’ve seen it manage to pull down the 

enigmatic curtain surrounding the writer; 

I’ve seen blogs, lattes and Instagram emerge. 

Writers are so much more accessible than we 

have ever been. If you happen to like my work 

then you could happily send me an email 

filled with smiley emojis, find my Facebook 

page or just like all my selfies on Instagram; 

communication with me is as open and I’m as 

easily accessed as one of your friends.

A writer’s online presence and digital 

documentation of the self has caused the 

romantic, brooding and heroic image—that was 

so prominent in and around the 19th century—

to disappear. They are no longer perceived 

as God-like beings, harnessing the power of 

words. Instead they are seen as human—just 

like you and me. Writers are humans who sit 

next to you on the train, stand in line for coffee 

and do all the things that ‘normal’ people do. 

They just happen to write a story or an article 

here and there as well.

As a writer, normality is a wonderful thing. We 

gain greater support and audience from this 

relatability. But don’t you just love the thought 

of being seen in the same way that Europe saw 

Lord Byron?  He was thought and spoken of as 

a remarkably handsome, rich, playboy genius. 

This, of course, was such a stark contrast to the 

real Byron: a frivolous spender and an insecure 

man without a purpose. Byron was a man who 

wore eight layers of clothing with the belief 

that by sweating he would lose weight. To quell 

his fear of becoming obese he only ate crackers 

and soda water. This only served to cause him 

to appear sickly and pale. By contrast, Byron 

was painted by the media of the time as ‘mad, 

bad and dangerous to know’. This portrayal of 

Byron made people curious to read his works. 

Now, we have so much more power over how 

we are promoted.

If Byron were alive today, working on Don Juan 

with the light from his computer illuminating 

his pasty skin, his presence in the writing  

world would be regarded in a completely 

different light. His persona would easily and 

without a doubt be bared to all by the badly 

angled Facebook photos he’s in, or the dorky 

memes Percy Shelley had tagged him in.  

His work would be impacted by his social 

image in the opposite way to the way it was in 

his day. By revealing his true image through  

the internet, he and his work would be 

incredibly unpopular.

The light from all our different devices—

phones, iPads, laptops, computers and 

TVs—shines brighter on our lives as writers 

and as people. The days in which writers are 

romantic heroes has long passed. These days, 

to aid a writer’s success, keeping an up-to-date 

online presence is the way to go. Not knowing 

is something that doesn’t sit right with this 

generation. Our constant search for answers 

propels us forward but just remember: 

sometimes it’s okay to be a little mysterious, let 

your work talk for itself.
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The Dish and the Ukulele

When little dogs laugh

To see such fun

A dish runs away 

With a spoon

But if a dish ran away

With a ukulele 

Would the little dogs laugh?

The dish and the ukulele run over the hill

Past the willows and into the snow

The dogs remain silent

And when the dish and the ukulele rise from the ice

To run across the sun

No little dogs dare think it’s fun

The little dogs must keep

Dishes with spoons

Order! Order! Status Quo!

Today’s keepers of the dishes with spoon

Are xenophobes

Distant from xylophones

They play no music

In fact, that’s why they want 

To keep the ukuleles away

And other instruments too

A dish belongs with only a spoon

Beware the little dogs

Run along with your ukuleles

You’re strumming a song they’ll never hear

The sound that resonates in their ears is FEAR.

Hey diddle diddle 

Cat play your fiddle

Let’s all jump over the moon

And watch the world turn

Out of order. 

Poetry
by Naomi Johnson

Amphitrite

He asked me to cry him a river

I cried an ocean

And he drowned.

GONE

I see your handprint on the glass

of the case, inside which you said

you’d never leave me.

A Poem for Him

Listen to the voices carried

by zephyrs that slide between 
blades of grass

Know that time shall not pass

between us.
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LAUREN

I made a visual poem inspired by the 

Rebecca Solnit quote: ‘inside the word 

emergency comes emergence’. Initially I 

was just planning to experiment with the 

language in a written poem but I found 

I wanted to evoke the visual aspects and 

movement in the language. 

DYMKE
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On Success
by Carina Beyer

A lot of endings are sad but thankfully this 

one’s not. We’ve had a good time, created 

an amazing product as a team and learned 

valuable lessons along the way. At first I wasn’t 

sure if I could do it.  Sure, I signed up for it but 

I never really believed that I was skilled enough 

for the challenge. Over 11 days I was proven 

both wrong and right. 

In the beginning I was out of my depth, 

untested, an editorial novice. But that didn’t 

seem to matter—I wasn’t the only one. Those of 

us who were new to the trade learned quickly 

and honed our skills with each new issue, 

each new problem we had to solve, each new 

role we adopted. I practiced what I already 

knew and was challenged by what I didn’t. I 

came to realise that I was wrong about being 

inadequate—the skills were there, picked up at 

university but never confirmed and never  

truly tested. 

Producing The Gazette has been an incredible 

adventure. It has helped me grow, both 

personally and professionally; it helped me 

develop my abilities as an editor, but most 

importantly it gave me confidence I hadn’t 

possessed before. I was fortunate to work 

with a highly intelligent and talented group 

of individuals to produce this wonderful 

publication and send it out into the world for 

people to see. 

Knowing that we created it is the most 

remarkable feeling in the world.

ENDINGS WORD FIND 
 

T S A L E D T C X E T O I C C 

P J Z P S L H R T W N V K Y O 

F I N A L A D T A Y E E A X M 

B R B F D O K D J N I R E T P 

Q V Q B N P G J I B S E G P L 

E P H E M E R A L M N F X C E 

I Y D S C E G U G D A Q O A T 

R K I R G W M N I H R G Y R E 

X C W N D L I N K H T L H U M 

G P A Z P N G R B S O Y W N E 

U H Y M N S L M Q I H P E W H 

C D N I A T R U C N E I N O Z 

E Y G T M S U H W I S N F I H 

Q E L G L L N Y Y F O O O T V 

B L T W K N H G K C D L C G J 

 
BEGINNING CHANGE COMPLETE 
CURTAIN DONE ENDINGS 
EPHEMERAL FINAL FINISH 
GONE LAST MIDDLE 
NEW OVER SHIFT 
TRANSFORM TRANSIENT  
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by Darcy rock & nina montero
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Walking the streets of Brunswick, I watch him from the 

other side of Union Street. He is in a dark grey suit with black 

shoes. His hair is wild, as if he’s just finished conducting the 

Berlin Philharmonic. Both of us like walking and we cross 

paths several times a week. As usual, I’m struggling with my 

corgi, Choo Choo, on her lead—she’s in a ‘walkies’ frenzy. 

He wrestles with bags; he’s always carrying weathered and 

dirty plastic supermarket bags. The contents don’t look like 

groceries.

His eyes are dark. His black hair is peppered with grey, his clothes look 

like he has just stepped out of a 1940s film. He never varies the rhythm 

of his walk. He appears to be of eastern European decent; square jawed 

and ruddy cheeked. I recall images of defeated Russian soldiers from a 

WWII documentary; he too looks shell-shocked and lost. I pull my jacket 

tightly around my chest and head for Collier Crescent; home. We’ve 

crossed paths several times a week for two years. He always looks right 

through me and doesn’t respond to greetings. I never found out where 

and how he lives.

Not long after this, due to family and friends migrating to the south-

side, I too move over there to be with my community. Eight years fly by, 

the soldier forgotten. Relationships begin and end, there are holidays, 

I change jobs three times, I join a jazz band, I learn Italian; there are 

movies, drinks and dinners. Then it’s time for me to think about buying 

a property, prompting a move back to the affordable north-side.

Soldier
by Jasmine Mahon

Now I’m back in Brunswick. I go out for a stroll one evening—Choo Choo 

now pushing sixteen—and I instantly recognise the approaching figure in 

a side street off Moreland Road: the unmistakable gait; the hair—though 

now completely white—and cheeks ruddy as if from exposure. I think of 

snow, loneliness and a bitter Russian winter. 

I’m taken back to my house of eight years ago, sitting ten blocks away. 

He has moved to this part of Brunswick too. We pass on the quiet street 

like sentinels; the street lamp above a search-light. For a moment, all 

is completely still.  I try to catch his eye —Don’t you remember us?!—but he 

looks right through me.

I reach Moreland Road and think of him walking the streets alone 

for all those years. His step, his clothing and his otherness are all the 

same. Freezing wind whips around my neck. I flick Choo Choo’s lead 

and she quickens the pace for home.

I let myself into the house, a 1940s weatherboard; pressed ceilings and 

golden floorboards. I lavish Choo Choo with pats and ear rubs in the 

dark hallway. Later, in bed and snug under the covers, I look up at the 

ceiling and wonder: who gazed at this same view when the house was 

new? I think of the ‘soldier’ as a tiny baby in this house. Ruddy cheeks, 

dark hair and liquid eyes. He is safe and tightly swaddled. Was there 

someone who kissed him goodnight? Did he have a family or somebody 

that loved him? And where are they now?
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~ Quotes FROM ~  

The Gazette 
~ Experience ~

‘I found managing people with skills that I did not understand  

simultaneously challenging and rewarding.’ - Callie

‘I learnt how to deal with conflict, of interest and the simulation of a publication.’ – Ben K 

‘Collaborating with people was great because you got to see other people’s ideas/approaches 

to things which made me think in different ways and challenged me with my writing.’ – Nina

‘Working in a space with designers and editors and other kinds of people made me think  

about my writing in a different way and how it works with the overall process.’ – Nina

‘I found having my work structurally edited challenging but a great experience.  

It’s about finding that balance between letting go and allowing the editors to do their  

job but also standing your ground and knowing what needs to stay there and  

what’s importance to your voice as a writer.’  – Nina

‘Being given the opportunity to be published in something that you  

know people at the EWF would be reading was the best thing.’ – Bethany

‘Seeing something you’ve worked on published has felt pretty great, 

 and reading everyone’s final pieces has been pretty cool too.’ – Olivia

‘The 6am wake ups were a bit of a challenge.’ – Olivia 

‘Most valuable thing I’ve learnt is to have a good relationship with your editor,  

because they only want what’s best for your piece!’ – Olivia

‘Quickly building a warm team spirit and being inspired by  

supportive fellow editors every day!’ - Jasmine

‘Coming in every day was a challenge ... but the team always inspired me,  

I loved it and learned so much.’ - Jasmine

‘The most valuable thing learnt: ‘Trust your instincts and  

always double check facts/style sheets/dictionary.’ - Jasmine
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JOSEPHINE
HERMANTO

The illustration I did was to communicate about 

Issue Nine’s feature article, that talks about the 

hidden anxiety of money being taboo as creatives. 

I wanted to create a clean illustration that also 

delivers what the writer is talking about. I tried 

to recreate the situation that happened in Honor 

Eastly’s interviews, where the artists felt unease 

when they talked about money. The minimal 

and monotone direction of the objects within the 

illustration allows it to create tension

Stalk my illustrations on Tumblr:  

amjoydei.tumblr.com
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NIKKI

RUSSIAN
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Contributors

M A N A G I N G  E D I TO R

Ronnie Scott is the author of Salad Days, a Penguin Special 

about food and money. In 2007 he founded The Lifted Brow, 

an independent literary magazine. He writes for ABC 

Radio National, the NGV and many local and international 

newspapers and magazines. He is a lecturer in Creative 

Writing at RMIT.

C R E AT I V E  P RO D U C E R S

Francesca Rendle-Short is an award-winning novelist, 

memoirist and essayist. Her books include Imago, Bite  

your Tongue, The Near and The Far and Press: 100 Love Letters.  

She is an associate professor in the School of  

Media and Communication at RMIT University,  

Deputy Dean Communication and co-director of WrICE  

and non/fictionLab.

Tracy O’Shaughnessy is a publisher who has worked at a 

number of Australia’s leading publishing houses, including 

Hardie Grant Books, Melbourne University Press and Allen 

& Unwin. In 2014 she moved to RMIT University to design 

the Master of Writing and Publishing, which operates as a 

student-led publishing house, The Bowen Street Press.

W R I T E R S  A N D  E D I TO R S

Maria Atwell is an editor, writer and ninja mum—good 

for her but not for her kids. She’s studying Professional 

Writing and Editing at RMIT and holds a Bachelor Degree 

in Psychology. She’s also edited Pieces of North Shore, an 

anthology, and is working on the group’s second anthology.

 mariaatwell.com

Danny Baulch is a narrative non-fiction writer based in 

Melbourne. She works as a disability carer part-time. She has 

completed a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology and is currently 

studying the RMIT Associate Degree in Professional Writing 

and Editing.

 danniellebaulch@yahoo.com

Callie Beuermann is an angsty poet and fiction writer who 

you can usually find journalling about her feelings. She 

founded a print and online magazine at her high school 

and worked as editor-in-chief there for four years. She is 

currently completing a Bachelor of Arts (Creative Writing) at 

RMIT. 

 @wordsbycallie

Carina Beyer is a tea-drinking, chocolate-loving grammar 

nerd with an incurable passion for the written word. She 

won her first book competition when she was seven and is 

currently completing her Masters of Writing and Publishing 

at RMIT, where she divides her time between editing and 

developing her writing skills.

 carina.beyer24@gmail.com

Iryna Byelyayeva is a funky lady who has been cursed with 

a crazy name and blessed with a good sense of humour about 

it. She loves to write about music and fun-fact non-fiction. At 

any given moment she is feeling quietly hysterical and in need 

of an Earl Grey.

 magthewall.com

Ben Callinan has always been writing and telling stories. 

He is interested in writing fiction and non-fiction, editing 

and publishing. He likes to write short fiction pieces about 

the large amount of unexplored absurdity that makes up 

everyday existence. He enjoys reading other writers who do 

this, like Kafka, Murakami and DBC Pierre.

 bencallinan.com

Katerina Capel is a queer writer and artist based in 

Melbourne. Their works explore themes of sexual and gender 

identity, space, place and memory through experimental 

non-fiction poetry and prose. They enjoy merging creative 

mediums and reading/showing their work at events.

 katerinacapel@gmail.com

J’aime Cardillo, not to be confused with Chris Lilley’s 

Ja’mie Private School Girl, is a twenty-four-year-old, five-foot 

something emerging writer from Melbourne. Weighed down 

by the tiny flick in her name, she is currently completing her 

Bachelor of Arts (Creative Writing) at RMIT. J’aime writes 

creative non-fiction to justify constantly talking about herself.

 jaimek.cardillo@gmail.com

Pallavi Daniel is a writer. She believes that pineapple does, in 

fact, belong on pizza, but would rather die than eat another 

Hawaiian pizza. She’s also a Cancer sun, Libra moon. If you’re 

into astrology, you pretty much know everything about her 

now. You’re welcome.

 estrainge.blogspot.com.au

Sarah Dunwoodie was named after Sarah Connor from The 

Terminator. She likes to pretend they share some of the same 

qualities. Sarah is equal parts Miranda, Samantha, Hannah 

and Jessa. Although she studies writing, her true dream job is 

being a dog walker.

 sarah.dunwoodie@gmail.com

Lauren Dymke writes things mostly to figure out what the 

heck is going on. At the moment, she’s working on a true 

crime project, while also being terribly distracted by Lorde’s 

new album. If she could be any Steven Universe character, she 

would be Steven because she is enthusiastic about doughnuts 

and still discovering her special powers. 

 lauren.dymke@gmail.com

Bethany Edwards is a film noir addict who is currently 

studying a Bachelor of Arts (Creative Writing) at RMIT. She 

spends her time painting, working on her manuscript, 

playing with her three cats and worshipping Percy Bysshe 

Shelley.

 @bethany__edwards

Pia Gaardboe is completing RMIT’s Master of Writing and 

Publishing at a slower rate than normal, while wishing being 

a burrito was a legitimate career choice. She’s an editor who 

loves having conversations about textual dashes and is a firm 

believer that tea solves life’s problems. Hufflepuff student.

 @awyoumademeink

Naomi Johnson studies Professional Writing and Editing at 

RMIT. She is a spelling, grammar and punctuation nerd, an 

entre-pun-eur, music junky and book worm. She has been 

published on RMIT’s Cardigan Street and Creative Hive. Naomi 

is trying to write stories while the author of her own keeps 

throwing in major plot twists. 

 @nayjay_nayjay 

Ben Knight is a real life human being. This is evident by his 

ability to write real encounters that definitely happened, 

empathise with society and perform various other human-

like activities. Studies further indicate he possesses skin 

instead of scales, another integral element of being human. 

 benknight997@gmail.com

Jasmine Mahon is completing a Professional Writing and 

Editing degree at RMIT. When not working on her novel, 

she keeps things interesting with baking, gardening, cat 

wrangling, photography and singing with a jazz band.

 @jasminskam

Neve Mahoney is a student by day, writer/editor by night 

and reader by nature. A columnist for Eureka Street, she also 

co-hosts the podcast Literary Canon Ball. You can find her 

taking lo-fi pictures of her dog or doing ‘What character are 

you?’ quizzes on public transport. 

 @eve_letters

Alexandra Milne is studying a Master of Writing and 

Publishing at RMIT. She writes dystopian fiction and is a 

trained editor. In her dream job, she reads books and then 

writes about them. Her ideal date is April 25th, because it’s 

not too hot, not too cold and all you need is a light jacket.

 alexandraelisemilne@gmail.com

Nina Montero dedicates all her potential success in life to 

her year 12 literature teacher Ms Vaxalis, who made her think 

that maybe this is an actual thing she can do. She’s also an 

Aquarius, which explains a lot.

 monteronina97@gmail.com

 @sneakynina

Olivia Morffew is an emerging YA fantasy author. She lives 

with Nonna—her mum’s mum— and everything she writes 

must be Nonna Approved, otherwise it won’t be submitted. 

Living off lattes and fantasy novels, Olivia is in her third 

year at RMIT University and is currently working on her first 

manuscript. 

 @livmorf

Sophie Nilsson won the ‘Off With the Fairies Award’ at her 

Year 12 formal. This could explain why she decided to study 

creative writing, the most whimsical and vague degree one 

could choose. Something she might love almost as much as 

writing is dancing, but she was only runner up for the  

‘Best Dancer’ award. 

 sophie.nilsson@live.com.au

Gemma Pass is an arts news writer, freelance culture writer 

and Master of Writing and Publishing student at RMIT 

University. She has previously written for Desktop Magazine 

and is beginning her first children’s book. When not laying 

out print publications or learning about grammar, she likes to 

take photos and draw. 

 @gemmapass

Darcy Rock is a creative non-fiction writer, illustrator and 

feeler of the feels. When she’s not writing and crying she is 

playing guitar for her upcoming band Tina Growls and/or 

promoting SENSITIVE ADULT DAILY; a website and social 

media presence which documents the life of the sensitive 

adult through art, writing, film and a soon-to-be podcast.

 @sensitiveadultdaily 

 sensitiveadultdaily.com

Amanda Thai tells stories and spends more time in fiction 

than reality. She teaches little kids how to point their toes, 

mains Mercy in Overwatch and is currently studying RMIT’s 

Bachelor of Arts (Creative Writing). She is too short to reach 

high shelves but you can reach her by email.

 amanda.m.thai@gmail.com

Johanna Thewlis is a potato masquerading as a writer and 

editor. She’s conned people into publishing her work in 

Tongue in Cheek, InsideOutside Mag and Pulse. You can find her 

growing roots in the bottom of your pantry or rolling away 

from chippers.

 twentysomethingspud.weebly.com
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Jessica Zibung is a writer and editor with a passion for 

diversity in fiction. She has written and edited things for 

online and print publication (even got paid for some!). She 

currently works in a writing, editing and administrative role 

at CAE Book Groups. 

 jmzibung@gmail.com

F E D E R AT I O N  S Q UA R E  P ROJ E C T

Stephanie Milsom is a self-obsessed filmmaker and PhD 

candidate based in Melbourne, Australia. She is forever 

chasing lost time. 

 +  @stephaniemilsom 

Margot Tanjutco is a performer/writer who doesn’t know 

why she’s doing a Bachelor of Communications. A fan of 

decolonisation and rom-coms, she is currently writing 

her Melbourne Fringe cabaret, Estrella Wing, Showgirl and 

co-developing a very gay musical comedy, Romeo is Not the 

Only Fruit. 

 +  @margottanjutco

D E S I G N E R S

Marianne Bravo is a designer and illustrator, currently 

toiling away in university for a Bachelor of Communication 

Design. The Gazette is her third delve into a journalistic 

design project. Her passions include drawing, games, coffee, 

wordplay and pretending she isn’t experiencing constant 

existential dread. Believes pangolins are cool.

 @juxtacombination  

 jux.draws@gmail.com

Daniel Pang is one of the three designers. Quite frankly, 

he needs to question his life a little bit. What’s his problem? 

He’s a bit hangry, sleep deprived and dying trying to reach 

deadlines. Armed with pop culture references and a small 

caffeine kick, he somehow survived The Gazette.

 @panga_indust

Jason Rohmursanto is the third designer, studying 

Communication Design at RMIT. When his soul isn’t 

dying, he’s designing things, procrastinating life by doing 

photography and cooking in batch. He constantly feels the 

world is turned upside down, but remembers that he hasn’t 

eaten or downed a coffee that morning. Free food makes  

him talk more.

 @r.d.jason

P H OTO G R A P H E R S

Justin Palmieri is studying a Bachelor of Communications 

at RMIT. He is also one of the photographers for The Gazette. 

His all-time favourite karaoke song is ‘My Heart Will Go On’. 

He likes to think he can hit all the notes. 

 @justinparmigiana 

 just.palmi@gmail.com

Ceyda Resuloglu is a media student, she spends most of 

her time with her Siamese cat, dreaming of her future cats. 

The C in her name is pronounced as a J and yes, no one says 

her name right. A hobbyist photographer and wannabe 

documentarian. 

 @jadexxtablo

Nikki Russian is a freelance writer, photographer and 

sometimes editor. With RMIT’s Associate Degree in 

Professional Writing and Editing under her belt, she is now 

studying a Bachelor of Arts in Photography. She has been 

published across the internet and in No Cure magazine.

 @nikkimarieee

Gloria Tanuseputra is a media practitioner who wants 

to marry a president at some point in life but until then is 

studying Bachelor of Media and Communications at RMIT. At 

the moment, she is enjoying producing vampire films even 

though the horror genre scares the life out of her. 

 @gloriatanuseputra 

 gloria.tanuseputra@gmail.com 

Trong Nguyen is a media practitioner, an audio mixologist, a 

video kitchen hand, a hobbyist photographer, a day-dreamer 

and a food lover. Contact him if you need a hand in creating 

media content.

 trongnguyenau1201@gmail.com

F R E E L A N C E  A RT I ST S

Yung Ching Chen is a Taiwanese Designer that lives and 

thrives in Melbourne. She loves simplicity and fresh colours, 

with a great passion for illustration and photography. 

Exploring beautiful things brings her incomparable 

enjoyment in her life. She also love avocados and 

daydreaming.

 @helloinnope

Josephine Hermanto is a third year Communication 

Design student at RMIT University. As a designer, she has 

great interest in layout, packaging and typography. Josephine 

believes her illustration is one of the keys that built her 

foundation as a designer.

 amjoydei.tumblr.com 

 @amjoydei

Jenny Huang is a 20-year-old Communication Design 

student at RMIT. Besides studying design, her hobbies 

include eating, drawing and playing video games all day. An 

avid bird and squid admirer.

 tokocoo.tumblr.com

Sherry Wang is a communication design student from 

Melbourne. She loves experimenting with different materials 

and doing everything and anything messy and creative. At 

the moment she is particularly interested in exploring ideas 

and concepts through illustration, printmaking, collage and 

experimenting with sound and video.

 wsherryy@hotmail.com

 @_wsherry



‘I write entirely to find out what I’m thinking, what 
I’m looking at, what I see and what it means. What I 

want and what I fear.’
-

Joan Didion

The Gazette is a dynamic daily newspaper 
published by RMIT media and 

communication students. We wrote and 
wrangled thousands of words for each day of 
the Emerging Writers’ Festival and designed 

and illustrated each issue. 

Over ten days we produced nine newspapers. 
The zine you are holding is the tenth and 
final issue. We want to go out with a bang 

and showcase our talent as writers, editors, 
photographers, videographers, designers and 

illustrators. We hope you enjoy it.

@GazetteEwf
@EmergingWritersFestival
ewfgazette.wordpress.com


